I have an agreement. Who will handle it?

ICO
Industrial Contracts Office
• Sponsored Research Agreements (SRA) - company, not clinical trials
• Material Transfer Agreements (MTA) - materials into Stanford, materials from Stanford
• Human Tissue Transfer Agreements (HTA)
• Confidentiality Agreements (CDA/NDA) - research

• Industrial Affiliates Agreements
• Intellectual Property (IP) plans
• Collaboration Agreements
• Equipment Loan Agreements - research
• Software Research Licenses

OSR
Office of Sponsored Research
• Proposals (non-School of Medicine)
• Sponsored Research Agreements (SRA) - government
• Clinical Trial Agreements (CTA)
• Fellowships (non-School of Medicine)
• Subawards (from Stanford)
• Subcontracts (to Stanford)
• Intergovernmental Personnel Act Agreements (IPA) with the VA
• Joint Personnel Agreements (JPA) with the VA
• Confidentiality Agreements (CDA/NDA) - research
• SBIR/STTR Agreements
• Grants (non-School of Medicine)

MY CONTACT

1705 El Camino Real
Palo Alto, CA 94306-1106
T 650.723.0651
F 650.725.7295
www.stanford.edu/group/ICO
**Procurement**
- Purchases of goods and services
- License Agreements, Commercial - into Stanford
- Equipment Loan Agreements
- Consultants to Stanford
- Shipping in and out of Stanford
- Import and export transactions

**OTL - Office of Technology Licensing**
- License Agreements, Commercial - from Stanford
- Confidentiality Agreements (CDA/NDA) - for inventions

**Office of Development**
- Gifts
- Faculty Fellowships

**On Your Own**
- Consulting Agreements with outside entities

**Index**
- CDA - ICO, OSR, OTL
- Collaboration - ICO
- Consultant - Procurement
- Consulting - You
- CTA - OSR
- Equipment Loan - ICO, Procurement
- Fellowship - OSR, RMG, Development
- Gift - Development
- Grant - OSR, RMG
- HTA - ICO
- Import/Export - Procurement
- Industrial Affiliate - ICO

**RMG - Research Management Group (for SoM only)**
- Proposals
- Grants
- Fellowships (Post doc and Pre doc)
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